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Sunshine Always: The Courtship Letters of Alice Bower
andfoseph Gossage of Dakota Territory

Edited and with Introduction and Epilogue by
PAULA M. NELSON

Compiled and with Afterword by
MAXWELL VAN NUYS

In November 1881, following a five-month-long courtship by correspondence, Alice Bower of Vermillion, Dakota Territory, and Joseph Gossage of
Rapid City finally met face to face. They were considering marriage, and
the meeting that took place at Alice Bower's parents' home had been arranged to confirm their compatibility. Deciding that they were indeed well
suited to one another, they married In June 1S82. During their forty-five
years together, Alice and Joe Gossage blended their lives and careers, publishing the Rapid City Journal, which grew to become the second largest
newspaper in South Dakota, and earning respect as community leaders in
the town known as the "gate city of the Black Hills."
In 2006, the South Dakota State Historical Society Press published a
collection of the letters Alice Bower and Joe Gossage exchanged both before
and afier their decision to marry, along with Alice Bower's Journal entries
fiom this time. Laura Bower Van Nuys, a niece of Alice Gossage, had preserved the couple's correspondence along with Alice's diaries, and Laura's
son Maxwell Van Nuys compiled the writings for publication. Paula M.
Nelson, professor of history at the University ofWisconsin-Platteville, edited
the writings and provided an extensive introduction exploring their themes
of self-sacrifice, Victorian propriety, and the will to persevere—to find "sunshine always" in whatever circumstances life presented. Together, they provide a rich picture of the people and places ofearly Dakota Territory and the
temper of the times.
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Presented here are two letters excerpted from Sunshine Always: The
Courtship Letters of Alice Bower and Joseph Gossage of Dakota Territory. In the first, nineteen-year-old Alice mentions her frustration with having to care for her seven younger siblings while holding down her job as a
typesetter with the Dakota Republican, the second oldest newspaper in
Dakota Territory. She also tells Gossage of her own "strong-minded" personality and her hopes for the future. In his reply, Joseph Gossage relates
news of gold mining in the Black Hills and responds to rumors Alice has
heard concerning his brief earlier marriage.

Vermillion, Dak.
Sept. 8th, 1881
My Dear Mr. Gossage:
Your last received and it was "perfectly lovely." It deserves a much better answer than I have time to give it now. I intended to answer it last
night but I was so tired I could not. I am not much better now for I
have been working hard all the forenoon. My hands tremble when I
am tired and it is difficult to hold a pen.
I spent last week in Parker. I had a very nice time and felt amply repaid for going.
We are publishing the delinquent tax list and I do not have to work
in the office this week or next. But that don't make leisure for me as
there is any amount of sewing, washing, cleaning and all sorts of work
to be done and I must do it.
The first three days this week were rainy and cold—everything
looked dark and by last night I was "blue." I was too tired to laugh and
when I get to where I can't laugh I am pretty bad off. The sun shone
brightly this morning though and a good night's rest has quite restored me and if the children will leave me to myself a while I will endeavor to answer your kind favor of the 28th ult.
I am glad you have your buggy repaired and doubtless the Rapid
City young ladies are also. I hope there is nothing serious the matter
with your shoulder. You had better be careful and not strain it before
you are sure it is entirely well.
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Your answer to my question was good. It was much more elaborate
than I expected and it gives me considerable knowledge of yourself. It
shows me that you have an ambition to excel, a will to do, and above
all a thoughtful mind. I would, like you, be pleased to see more with
an object in life. Many have the object but lack the will to carry
through their plans.
I believe I have thought more about these things than most girls
and it always does me good to meet others who think some what as 1
do. I have been told many times that I am different from others. No
one can tell exactly how or in what—I'm not strong minded, for I
don't want to vote; I'm not cut out for an old maid for I'm not prim
enough nor particular enough; I'm not of the goody-goody sort for I
would dance if my father would let me; I'm not old fashioned for I
dress just the same as other girls, but there is something the matter
with me and I don't know what it is.
You need not expect much music when you come to Vermillion,
from me, for the flood took my organ and I have nothing but a jewsharp now.
I believe your idea and mine of religion is much the same. Still,
mine are so terribly mixed up I don't know what they are.
Of course it is better that we should not know when we were to die,
yet I know if I knew I was to die next year or any other set time I would
work just as hard and even harder to get all done that I possibly could.
But all are not like me so it is best as it is. We are in the world and we
will be happier and those around us will be happier if we do the best
we know to do.
While I was in Parker I saw two of the nicest families it has ever
been my lot to meet. One is the family of C. F. Hackett, of the New
Era.' He was married last fall while I was there working on his paper.
They now have a little girl three weeks old. I think he is a very nice
man and he has a splendid wife. She is young and says she never gave
1. Charles F. Hacketl had met Bower while he worked as a reporter for the Dakota Herald
in Yankton, He started the Parker New Era in 1879, and Bower worked al the paper when he
went to Iowa to marry in the fall of 1880, Robert F. Karolevitz, With a Shirt Tail Full of Type:
The Story of Newspapering in South Dakota (N.p.: South Dakota Press Association, 1982), pp.
20, 50-51, 87.
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much thought to the cares incident to wifehood and maternity. Mr.
Hackett is one, though, that would do what is right by her and I left
that house where I had been a guest with a prayer in my heart for
them and a great thankfulness that I had seen them.
The other family was almost the same. The gentleman I have
known for years as he used to live in Vermillion. I never thought he
would make a good husband. His sister is my aunt by marriage and a
regular scold. This couple have been married a little over three years,
have two little tiny children and the wife is a few days younger than I
am. She is very pretty, a fine musician and I felt after being with her
an hour as though I was an old friend. Although driven with work, she
was happy and one of the best little mothers in the world.
All my life I have supposed sometime, of course, I would have to
get married—most girls marry and why shouldn't I? But 1 have always
wanted to put off the time, for, somehow, I have a dread of it. I suppose I think too deeply over everything I do. but deliver me from getting married!
I, too, have a grandfather and mother who have spent a long life for
each other. 48 years have they shared their joys & sorrows and are
good for many more.
Your ideas of love and money are good if carried out, but love is
more in books than life I think. Love is a very nice thing if a person
keeps it under control and understands it. It is said that love has no
reason, but to my way of thinking it is a poor kind of love that has no
reason.
I said at first I could not answer your letter as well as I wished and
now already I see my time is up. I will do better next time. I hope you
will send me another one as good.
You have told me many things of your past life, when you were a
boy, a tramp printer, in Sidney and in the Hills, but nothing of the
event in your life. I am not one to solicit confidences but from what
was told me by a third party I think there is something to which you
have never referred.
In regard to the heading of your last letter I will say, I haven't any
too much love for the former heading, but as you say it—the last—was
a mistake and unintentional on your part, I certainly do not want you
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to use my Christian name in that manner again. We might compromise some way. How would My Dear Sis; or My Dear Mr. Joe, do? or
we might leave the heading out altogether and commence the body of
the letter directly in the left-hand corner.
Can't spend any more time on you.
By the kind of weather it was yesterday I would think the river
would freeze up soon and then you can't come down and what a disappointment that would be to your folks and Cousin Hattie.
Positively I won't write another word—
Yours,
Alice
I saw Mr. Bell on my way to Parker. He is on his farm at Riverside. I
had a few minutes talk with him. He is doing well on his farm.
Rapid City
Sept. i8th. 1881
My Dear Friend:
As I received yours of the 8th the first of the last week, and 1 was
pushed on account of not being able to procure an extra printer. I had
to take a case of Nonpariel, which kept me busy the entire week, and
consequently could not answer the same until this Sunday afternoon.^
The day is just splendid and it is hard for a person to remain in the
house, but as I have commenced the task of answering your letter. I
will keep at it until I finish, trying to do the best I can, and if I should
make a failure, you must overlook it as I have today a severe case of
spring-fever.
I was to Custer City one day last week and as I came back, 1 had an
accident at the same identical spot where I had the smash up, but then
I came home in the buggy without a breakage, and besides that I am
2. Nonpariel is six-point printer's type, one of the smallest point sizes. Gossage means
that he had to do the work of the printer at the paper. The word nonpariel is also defined as
"sometliing without equal, or something unparalleled" {Encarta World English Dictionary
[New York: St. Martin's Press. 1999], p. 1231). The Saint Helena, Nebraska, newspaper thai
Bower also worked for took the name Nonparid, playing on the word as it related to both
print and exceptional quality.
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getting such a terrible reputation as a buggy smasher that 1 have about
made up my mind to dispose of the horse as it is getting about impossible to hold him and I am afraid he may cost me a broken limb or a
cold corpse if I still try and handle him, and from that cause I have
about half made up my mind to dispose of him, and purchase one this
fall when I come down in your portion of the country and drive
through, thereby getting a reliable animal.
I have procured some handsome gold quartz specimens which I
have mailed to you so you can keep them for me until I come down to
see you. They are really valuable and, of course, I send them by registered package as they are rare to get hold of. I have labeled each piece
from the mine they are out of so you can see for yourself. The Bengal
Tiger mine is the one that has proven so rich and from the rock you
can see that it is worth talking about.' Do not dispose of them, but
keep them for me as I cannot keep them here for people going East all
want some fine specimens to take along with them. I send you a box
with twenty specimens in it. You can show them with pride, but be
careful with the small piece marked "Handle with care" as I almost ruined it by knocking a piece of gold off of it worth twenty-two cents.
The specimen originally was a piece of gold with a small piece of rock
hanging to it; but then it is above the average show of specimens. I
cannot keep specimens in the office as people have an idea that we
can gather them by the bucket-full, which is a mistake. You may think
it strange at first registering a package to you, but when I tell you that
I have refused $20.00 for the Salmon specimen you can see that it is
an extra good piece of rock and in good demand here. That rock I want
to have dressed down and made into settings for jewelry. I think it
would make something a little extra, something everybody hasn't got
and can't procure at every jewelry establishment.
I will go out to the mines again shortly and will procure some more
such specimens and will also mail them to you, and if you are a right
good girl you may have a nice cabinet of specimens ere many months,
}. The Bengal Tiger or Royal Bengal Tiger Mine was located near Custer City. D.T. and.
according to a reporter, conlained "some of the most wonderfully rich rock ever seen in this
or any other country, but 1 am not prepared to say how much there is of it." Like many other
mines in the area, it just needed "time and development" {Black Hills Daily Times. i8 Nov.
1881).
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each specimen worth almost their weight in gold. On the top of the
box I placed a few sheets of mica taken out at Custer City, of which
there is about 600 pounds shipped daily to Chicago and worth from
$3 to $5 per pound at the mine.
I supposed you enjoyed yourself at Parker visiting. By the way Mr.
Hackett gets up a nice little paper. He prints a page at a time on a treadle job press. I know as I tell from the register of the pages, and the
sharp, clear impression on the type. Now, ain't I correct?
Well, if you have no organ when I come down, I suppose we will
have to be satisfied with a Jews-Harp. By the way I am expert on that
instrument, as well as on a paper and comb—the only two instruments on which 1 can pick out a tune. I am fond of both instrumental
and vocal music and I never grow tired of listening to them.
I am glad my answer to your question was satisfactory and, like
you, I continue to see use in living. On almost all subjects I have my
peculiar ideas and if I were with you an hour or two you would not
know hardly what to think of me, as I am plain and outspoken on
more than one subject, and all you have to do is to ask me on any of
them to draw me out. I am glad that we agree on so many subjects and
that there is one person that has my idea of things. It would give me
the greatest of pleasure to talk to you on the different subjects we have
agreed up on; but I am afraid that the last one you have asked me
about will prove a surprise to you when you get my answer; it is true I
never told you anything about the event of my life, and as it is a thing
of the past I seldom mention anything in relation with it, and I would
not now, only as you say, that you got it from a third party; and as I
know that various stories have been circulated about my past Hfe, I
never have anything to say: I never take notice and the idle news mongers soon find something else to talk of As you have asked me the
question with all sincerity I will answer you, asking that it goes no farther as I do not like to talk of the subject, as the poor girl so wronged
by the talkers is now in her grave, and has been for the past four years.
When I was between 21 and 22 years of age I was married to a poor
young girl just budding into woman hood, one that [was] so young
that she had no mind of her own. We lived happily together for two
years, and I suppose we would up to her death had it not been for her
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mother, who did not have any love for me, who persuaded her to remain at home. We quit good friends, and in a short time she died at
her home, and I did all in my power to make her happy, and if she had
been old enough to have had a mind of her own she would probably
[have] been alive to this day. That is all there is to it. I blame myself to
a great extent in getting married so young as we both were more like
children than married people. I have written the whole matter in full
as I don't know which one of the stories have been told to you, so I
deemed it best to tell all, as there is an old adage which says "an open
confession is good for the soul."
Knowing you were not one ofthat sort that is always soliciting confidences, I have seen fit to tell the only secret I have to you, and as the
subject has almost faded from my memory, 1 will be happy to answer
any question you may ask me on that subject, with the expectation of
showing myself up in my tnie light. I do not do like a great many of
young men [and] try and make a hero of myself as I believe the old
motto and I have practiced it more the past few years and I believe it is
the only true one, that is, "What is my business is not everybody's
business," and you could have rest assured that if you had not asked
me the question direct, you would have received an evasive answer.
I have only done my duty to the woman I took for better or for
worse, to love and cherish, and 1 don't feel like going around saying
this and that, as I choose the other plan, by choosing my own council.
1 am satisfied that you will admit that I am in the right.
By you asking the question and the boys talking duck shooting I am
all "rattled" and I will try and get through this letter somehow, and I
will ask you to overlook all errors and repetitions you may run across.
I had intended to have commenced this letter as you suggested,
"My Dear Sis" but at the time it slipped my memory, and I will try to
remember it in my next.
I earnestly hope that after you have found out that I have been married that you will not change your opinion of me, as I am led to believe
that you are not ofthat class, as I thought it was best to tell you first, as
you have found it out in time, and I know it is best to admit the truth
at all times and under all circumstances and I ask you now if I am not
trying to do the square thing, as I would rather be dead and in my
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grave than to have one girl to point me out as the man that deceived
her. I want to be thoroughly known and then I know I will have more
friends in this world than if I should go around wearing a mask. What
do you think of this.^
You would not scare me if you should head your letters as you suggest "My Dear Joe" as 1 am as proud ofthat part of my name as I am
of the Gossage portion of it. Well what is the difference, it is only a
matter of form anyhow!
How far does Mr. Bell live from Vermillion? When I come down I
want to go and pay him a visit as I think a good deal of this man. Did
you speak of me to him, and tell what I had to say about him? He gets
the Joumal regularly. His father-in-law is here getting up a mining
scheme.
I suppose that Hon. Fred J. Cross, who used to reside in Vermillion, will see you before he returns to the Hills as he intended to
spend a couple of days in your town.-t He speaks well of you to me,
and he said he would endeavor to see you while he was there. He is a
tried and trusted friend of mine, and could tell more about me than all
other men here in the Hills, except my brother. He goes east to sell his
mine for a large figure.
As the supper bell rang quite a while ago I will bring the letter to a
close for this time by asking you how does the box of specimens strike
your eye.' Tell me what the people down there think about them.
Hoping to receive shortly another one of your magnificent letters
and of shortly meeting you "face to face" and exchanging our various
ideas, I will close by bidding you a goodnight.
Yours, etc.,
Jos. B. Gossage
4. Fred (. Cross lived in Clay County from 1874 to 1877, serving as territorial commissioner of immigration, before moving to the Black Hills, where he served as register of
deeds for Custer County. He also spent two terms in the territorial legislature in 1879 and
189T and was ejected Pennington County commissioner for two terms. He was secretary of
the Black Hills Quicksilver Mining Company and operated the Cross Mine near Keystone,
where he mined for cassiterite, a tin ore. Eka Parkison, Rapid City Pioneers of the Nineteenth
Century, 3 vols. (Rapid City. S.Dak.: Rapid City Society for Genealogical Research, 1989,
1997. 2001). 2:18.
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